National Institute of Advanced Studies
NIAS DOCTORAL PROGRAMME 2019-20

18 June 2019

Final List of Selected Candidates

THE LIST IS NOT A MERIT ORDER

A.  General PhD
1. Ms. Harini M
2. Ms. Rashmi B R
3. Mr. Anna George
4. Ms. Megha Poonia
5. Mr. Aariz Ahmed

Waitlisted candidates

1. Ms. Surbhi Arora

B.  NET-JRF Fellowship

1. Mr. Pratyush Ranjan Mohapatra
2. Ms. Shruti Shankar
3. Ms. Sabna E S
4. Mr. Sayan Banerjee
5. Mr. Aathira Balakrishnan

(Continuation of the NET-JRF candidates in the PhD Programme, is subject to receipt of JRF funding. NIAS will not provide Fellowships.)
C. **Project – Early Fusion Music**
   1. Mr. Preeth Khona

   **Waitlisted candidate:**
   1. Ms. Ananya Misra

D. **Project – Energy Environment Programme**

   1. Mr. Kalik Kumar Vishisth
   2. Mr. Rakesh Gomaji Nannewar
   3. Ms. Safinaz Saif
   4. Mr. Tanmay Ghosh

   **Waitlisted candidate**
   1. Mr. Sudip Kumar Kundu